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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

s

STURBRIDGE DOG LOVER TAKES ACTION

TO THE EDITOR:
I really enjoy the magazine and
look forward to it each month.
I want to thank you for publishing the story about Nick's House for
veterans in Southbridge this past
summer and the story about Luis
Montalvan and his dog, Tuesday,
speaking at Bay Path Technical
High School in your last issue. Both
stories compelled me to get involved.
When I read the story about
Nick's House I reached out to Pam
and Terry Parker who founded the
resource in memory of their son.
When I saw the article about
how Bay Path's students all read the
book “Until Tuesday: A Wounded
Warrior and the Golden Retriever
Who Saved Him” and then chose
Nick's House as a way to support

local veterans. I attended the talk
that Luis gave at Bay Path on October 7 and met him and Tuesday
as well as a veteran from Nick's
House, along with Pam and her
daughter Samantha. They were all
great, as were the parents and
teachers I met that evening.
One of the things I've done so
far for Nick's House was to help a
veteran to adopt a dog. This was
especially meaningful to me because I became active with homeless dogs when my brother brought
home a puppy he rescued in
Greece six years ago. I became involved with Greek rescue because
there is an big problem there due
to poverty, large scale cruelty and
indifference to dogs, and lack of resources.
Those same issues exist in our

southern states and other areas of
the country as well. Nearly 3 million dogs are killed in the U.S. each
year. Many dog pounds don't even
post the dogs or try to find them
homes. After getting involved with
Nick's House and meeting Luis and
Tuesday I'm trying to learn how to
link homeless dogs with veterans
who need companionship.
As I became involved on Facebook, I found a village out there,
both in local and international rescues, trying to make dents in the
overpopulation and misery of
homeless dogs. But while the enormity of the problem sometimes
seems overwhelming, I try to focus
on making a difference for just one
dog. While that might not change
the world, it does change the world
for that one dog. Some websites I

would encourage folks to explore
for international dog rescue are located in Toronto Canada:
and
www.the laikafund.com
www.cause4paws.ca. Local groups
include the Worcester Animal Rescue League (www.worcesterarl.org) and Second Chance
Animal Shelter (www.secondchanceanimals.org). To support
Nick's House go to www.nickperryshouse.org. All of these organizations are also on Facebook as is
our little group's page which is
“New England Helps Greek
Strays.” Thanks again for spotlighting people and organizations
that make a difference in our community and giving folks information to get involved.
SUSAN HASLAM
Sturbridge
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REFLECTION

By Stephanie Richards, Story Editor

T

TIME TO BE
THANKFUL, ALWAYS

ime. It can be our worst enemy or our greatest asset, depending
on what we do with it, how we use it. Being still is hard for most
people, especially a Type A personality like me. I have the gift of high
energy no matter how exhausted I am, both physically and mentally.
It is both a blessing and a curse.
But with age, I am learning to stop and reflect on life’s experiences,
seeing value in pausing amid chaos. Maybe my insight is due to the
fact that I will turn 50 this month. And although birthdays are always
an opportunity for reflection, this one is what many would call “the
big one.” Why this is so is due to the half century of life experiences I
have to draw on–both in my life and others–that include joyous occasions and personal tragedies. Whatever the reason, I have come to
sense a greater need to be aware that time is a gift to be thankful for
and one that needs to be used wisely.
I recently had a rare chance to pause from life and spend some time
at the Cape. While there, I discovered and enjoyed a certain quality
about the ocean that assured me a special peace was imminent…even
as the waves crashed in on the shoreline, it was there. The sea elicits a
response from us, revealing a mirror image of life and its volatility. As
I sat on the soft sand under the still warm autumn sun, I could feel it
reach me deeply inside, erasing the thoughts and concerns I’d brought
with me to that beach, inviting me into reflection.
As I replayed my life’s experiences, moments of happiness and times
of trial surfaced and could not be buried in the sand, but I felt peace
and gave thanks for blessings, some very recent. I had the rare occasion
this summer to experience a moment of pure joy at my daughter’s
wedding. Sure, wedding planning can be chaotic as you try to combine
people, wardrobes, food, music and flowers into a few hours on one
day. But there was more than just planning thrown into the mix ... I
was remembering the years of watching my girl become the young
woman God created her to be, for that one moment, at that time. Seeing the radiance of her smile as it was reflected back on the face of
her soon-to-be husband. My eyes made contact with friends and family
who had gathered for the celebration, and I was overcome with emotion. I replayed in my mind how each one of those people had invested
their time in the lives of these two young people beginning their marriage journey. I was in awe of the incredible blessing.
But I also remembered how time in the past has been engulfed in
life’s trials, leaving deep emotional pain that forever stays with us. I
think of my dad’s second battle with cancer over a decade ago. On
one end, time was snatched from us in the never-ending rollercoaster
ride that such a disease brings and a life that ends too short in our
minds. But even through that difficulty, I can still see the sweet smile
THE CHRONICLE OF STURBRIDGE COUNTRY LIVING

on my dad’s sunken face, as he looked at my mom, grateful for her unconditional love and care for him through it all. The excitement he mustered
up in his weak physical state as I told him he would be a grandpa again–
knowing he would never meet his second granddaughter. Or the times he
would share encouraging words with other patients to help them in their
battle, as he still fought his own. He was grateful for each day given and
pushed forward, despite the pain, with purpose.
As I sit down this Thanksgiving, I will give thanks for time…to pause,
reflect and embrace precious moments, whether in life’s joys or struggles.
It’s only a matter of time.
Stephanie Richards is Story Editor for The Sturbridge Times Magazine.
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Our daughter, Emily, is studying
photography at a very prestigious (another word for expensive) art school in
Georgia. She is doing wonderfully well
there, and, a few nights ago, sent me a
few samples of her recent work. One
of those samples is a really gorgeous
photo of the moon, as seen from her location in Savannah.
One reason
Em
emailed that
picture up
to me is because she
knows how
much I love
the moon.
Yes, I love
the moon. I
can't fully
explain why,
I just do. One reason is, undoubtedly,
because of my ongoing fascination with
our country's seemingly-ancient human
exploration of that place. I remember
the Apollo program very well, and often
wonder at the present condition of
those artifacts of mankind, those remnants of what seems to have been a
bolder time for our country, as they still
sit on that silent landscape. With that, I
have also always been intrigued with

6
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Autumn moon

that orb's “stark beauty,” as Neil Armstrong described it, even as he stood
there, forming footprints that are still
there, perfectly preserved, in that powder-gray dust. (Those astronauts were,
and are, the definition of the word
brave.) That place, that world which orbits ours, is nearly black and white; at
least it is, as seen from earth. Emily's picture of it was
not taken in
black
and
white, but that
is what it is,
beautifully
displaying
those vivid
but mottled
grays on a
truly endless
sea of black.
The moon,
today, and for all of the past ages of
mankind, has been an object of wonder,
and of romance. It has been pondered
and written about by modern man, and
by the ancients. The eyes of Moses undoubtedly gazed upon it as he led the Israelites in the wilderness, as did those of
the constructors of the pyramids of
Giza, and those of the earliest cavedwellers. Just the sight of that beautiful
Adjacent page
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From previous page
place, shining its soft light down on the people of
our world, has convinced countless love-struck
couples to share their lives together, and poets,
play writes, and composers to new heights, in their
respective crafts.
The very phases of the moon arouse our
oceans to produce their tides, and, some feel, to
influence moods, medical conditions and even the
rhythms of life. The old idea of the full moon affecting attitudes has recently been proven. And
now, consider these fascinating facts. Fact number
1: A lunar month, the time it takes the moon to
circle the earth once, is exactly 27 days, seven
hours and 43 minutes. Fact number 2: The average human menstrual cycle is 28 days. The difference between those two cycles, at most, is only 16
hours and 17 minutes... per month, if I did the
math right. To me, it seems that that old, romantic
moon may have had some part in deciding who
we are, and now, even which ones of us 'are'. Another fact, perhaps unrelated, but still interesting,
is this. Ocean waves, caused by winds, which are
caused by the lunar tides, arrive on shore exactly
26 times per minute, no matter which ocean it is,
and regardless of the weather. The number is 26,
not 28, but it's still pretty cool.
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Finally, if you haven't had enough of my
lunar love story already, I think that the moon
is a wonderful companion of the earth, and a
uniting force for her people. It is something
that, regardless of who or where we are, has the
power to bring us all together. The moon that
Emily photographed from Savannah earlier in
the week is the same one I will see if I look to
the Vermont heavens, tonight. She and I can
even view it together, whenever the weather
permits. And we can see it, seemingly, side by
side, as the relative distance which separates us
is slight, being only about one half of one percent of the distance the moonlight traveled
from Mr. Armstrong's famous footprints, to the
lens of Emily's camera.
Autumn, and even winter, with their cool,
clear night skies and haunting landscapes, are
wonderful seasons to gaze at, ponder, appreciate, and fall in love by the sight and light of our
nearest neighbor, the moon. (I know that last
sentence was a very full one, but one inspired
by an image of a very full Savannah moon.)
Still, I highly recommend that the people of the
earth give all of those things a try. Thanks for
the photo Em.
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BOOKREVIEW
Crude Carrier

By Rex Burns
MysteriousPress.com/
Open Road, 2014
Paperback, 271 pages
List: $14.99 Amazon: $11.45

J

Ex-professor pens mysteries
akin to Raymond Chandler’s

REVIEWED BY RICHARD MORCHOE

ames Raiford is a tough guy, but he is not a
“tough guy.” This is not a contradiction. To
explain, in the genre of detective and mystery
novels, there is the hard-bitten private eye in the
mold of a Philip Marlowe as made famous by
Raymond Chandler.
Marlowe and his ilk are hardened, cynical,
mostly solitary men. Raiford’s toughness is different. He is affable and his partner is his
daughter. Working with your children, even
grown ones, takes never-ending patience (it
works both ways). For all that, he is not an easy
man to kill.
His partner in sleuthing, Julie Campbell, the
aforementioned offspring, is equally difficult to
do away with. Again, a character tough, but not
hard-bitten. Together, James and Julie are the
protagonists of Rex Burns’ high seas and international adventure, Crude Carrier.
Their Touchstone Agency is based in Denver.
It is not a city with the detective story rep that
LA has. Of course, it is now known as the Mile
High City for more reasons than altitude, if
you’ve been following the news.
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The story begins with the death of a young
ship’s officer. Though there is no apparent evidence of foul play, his mom and dad are not inclined to accept that with good sportsmanship.
Touchstone has a fine reputation. Even though it
is not close to the sea, the family of Third Mate
Rossi contacts the agency.
Raiford and daughter were put off by the
young man’s contract. The document was little
more than a blank form. This might be something to work with and they take the case. There
are obvious drawbacks, burial at sea will not allow
for forensic evidence.
Samuel Johnson said “Every man thinks
meanly of himself for not having been a soldier,
or not having been at sea. “ There may have been
something in that as, James; a landlubber if there
ever was one, decides going shipboard on the
huge tanker is the way to crack the case.
Raiford has electronics and IT experience so a
job as Electronics Officer is a cover to go aboard
and sniff around. Julie does not think it a good
idea. She’s right. By going solo on a ship, he will
be breaking the “cardinal rule of undercover
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work….to always have a backup
and to always have a way out.”
That’s in fact two rules, but we’ve all
taken some literary license along the
way.
Julie may not be alone on a ship,
but she too will be cavalier about
safety. The New York City detective firm of a Mr. Bertram Herberling had contacted Touchstone. A
maritime insurance firm had engaged Herberling. A ship the insurer had covered sank and they
had questions. The same company
that owned the boat Rossi had died
on owned the lost vessel.
Not long after, Bert is murdered.
Odds of a coincidence are not good
and Julie is off to New York and
then London to investigate as an aspiring old salt heads to an ocean adventure.
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The Aurora Victorius, as
Raiford quickly discovers, is not the
Good Ship Lollipop. The captain
may be an expert at his craft, but
is not much of a leader. The first
mate, Pressler, does most of the
day-to-day bullying of the crew.
There is a caste system on
board. The Chinese crewmembers are not at the top of the pyramid. When Raiford saves the life
of one of the mainly Taiwanese
complement, he may not become
a made man in the Asian Mafia,
but he does win support that will
come in handy.
Meanwhile, in New York and
then London, Julie is following up
with the insurance underwriter, the
cargo agent and Hercules Maritime, the owner of the two boats.
Part of that job is avoiding death,

as it is obvious she is getting close to
the truth.
Without thinking, Julie exposes
dad as Touchstone’s man on the
ship. Now staying alive will be his
onboard task. If he can do that, his
troubles are over. One of the lower
staff has given him the goods on
Rossi’s fate and other skullduggery.
Julie realizes her mistake and sets
to make it right. She continues the
gumshoe work of following leads as
the plot races to a dénouement on
land and sea.
Crude Carrier has a good plot,
but as a bonus, the author provides
a picture of life aboard the type of
behemoth floating craft that brings
us what we count on at the gas station.
Attention to detail is what one
would expect from someone with

an academic background. Rex
Burns is a retired U of Colorado
at Denver professor. One might
not think a pedagogue would
make a good mystery writer. The
ex-marine, however, has had a long
post-pedantic life. From an interview, it appears he approaches his
research with gusto.
“I liked the research into sea
transport and into the dangerous,
and often ill-rewarded, life of
members of the international merchant marine. Having sailed
aboard several large vessels, both
combat and commercial, I wanted
to re-create the feel and atmosphere of shipboard life.”
And, he does, just without the
seasickness.
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INSIDE BANKING
By EUGENE SANTOS-ROESLER
ASSISTANT VICE-PRESIDENT, BUSINESS BANKING
SAVERS BANK
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RO FESSIONAL A DVICE
FROM A LOCAL
BANKING EXECUTIVE
FO R READERS O F
H E ST URBRIDGE TIM ES
MAGAZINE
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egardless of the industry, every small business
goes through the same stages of the business life
cycle. However, each individual business has varying
focus, challenges, financing methods, and approaches
for these stages. It is important for all business owners
to understand these concrete stages of development
in order to better plan for the company’s future and
know how to approach the difficulties that are sure
to arise. How well the owner manages the business
throughout its life cycle will dictate its success or failure.

Startup
Every business begins in the startup stage. For a
time, expenses will be higher than sales revenue. Negative profits are what define the startup stage. A business is expected to lose money in the
beginning—that’s the only way that it can get off the
ground.
Startup financing usually comes from the business
owner’s personal account or family and friends,
which is another facet that differentiates the startup
stage from the other stages.
The primary challenge at this point is getting the
word out about the company and finding customers.
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Attributes inside the stages of life
for a small business
As a startup, no one has heard of you yet, so marketing is a vital element to growing out of this
phase.
Another challenge of the startup stage is finding retailers, distributors, and vendors that are
willing to partner with your company. Being unknown is a great disadvantage. You could have a
great product, but with a lack of report, others
won’t know that the business can be trusted and
worthy of a partnership.
Growth
As the business goes through its first growth
stage, it begins to gain more customers and the
sales revenues increase. At this point, the business
is profitable. A stronger management structure
and better accounting systems become necessary.
In this stage, financing usually comes from
profits, grants, banks, and leasing options. Obtaining financing is vital at this stage in order to ensure
that supply meets the demand.
The most difficult part of the growth stage is
the need for more cash to keep up with increasing
sales. The business will start to require the purchasing of more inventory or equipment, and it

will need to hire more employees to keep up with
the increasing work. This in turn leads to higher
payroll and employee benefits expenses. However,
as the business grows, so will its competition. Keeping up with competition while maintaining positive
profit margins are what make the growth stage so
challenging.
Expansion
The expansion stage is the business’s second period of growth. The business is penetrating new
markets, distribution channels, adding new product
lines and services, and growing bigger than ever.
Expansion financing typically comes from
banks, new investors, joint ventures, licensing, and
profits. It is vital to assure investors that the money
you borrow from them will pay off. Otherwise they
will not be likely to finance expansions.
The primary challenge of the expansion stage
is that entering new markets or opening new product lines may not be as lucrative as the existing customer base. It requires extensive research and
planning, and is not always as successful as intended. It is important to balance risk and reward.
Maturity
At this stage, sales and profits plateau. The market is saturated. The business must cut costs in
order to maintain its competitive position.
The challenge is that sales tend to drop during
this stage, decreasing the profit margins. In order
to combat this, the business must diversify into new
product lines and/or develop novel methods to
grow the business’s value. The business owner must
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make a choice between continuing to expand the
company and planning their exit.
Exit
The owner has three choices during this stage.
They can sell the business, plan for succession, or
close the doors. Whatever choice the owner makes,
the exit strategy should be planned at least two years

in advance.
The challenge of the exit stage is determining
the business’s true worth so that there is a valuation number in place for when the owner decides to sell. On the other hand, if the business
is to be closed, then the difficulty will be in the
psychological and financial impact on the owner
and the employees.
Business owners need to be prepared for the
challenges that arise every step of the way, so
that they can plan for and work to overcome
them. One of the best ways to ensure that you
are ready to face these challenges is to have a
good bank on your side. Community banks
work with you in each of these stages to ensure
that your business runs successfully.
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STURBRIDGEBRIEFS
UPDATES ON PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ITEMS ABOUT OUR TOWN

New Town Administrator
search on fast track

T

he search process for the next Sturbridge
Town Administrator is moving on the fast
track as the deadline for applications closed October 21.
The open position was advertised in professional journals and organizations, like the Massachusetts Municipal Association, which provides

exposure in other sources (like indeed.com). At
press time, 28 applications had been received.
A five-member search committee comprised of
three residents, one department head and a member of the Board of Selectman (BOS) is leading
the process. Members include residents Bill Haggerty (Chair), Larry Morrison and Donald Fairbrother, BOS Chair Mary Blanchard and Town
Planner Jean Bubon. “The intent is to have someone hired by Christmas. A lot depends on the
quality of the applicants and scheduling inter-

When did checking
accounts become

rocket science?
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saversbank.com t 800.649.3036
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views,” Haggerty said.
Last month, the committee held
open meetings for town employees and
residents to provide feedback on the
qualities they would like to see in the
new town administrator. At the employee meeting, Haggerty said town
employees talked about accessibility,
supportiveness, approachability, trustworthiness, and punctuality as desirable
qualities. Good organization and follow-up were also echoed as essential
skills. No residents attended the community meeting. “This input will help
in development of interview questions
for potential candidates. It is an important part of the process as the Town
Administrator has a congenial working
relationship with town employees and
the community at large,” said Haggerty,
who has lived in town 36 years and was
involved with the search for Sturbridge’s first town administrator.
The search committee convened on
October 22 to take a quick look at resumes and structure interview questions. Haggerty said a meeting schedule
would be set to sift through the applications to determine credibility and viability. “We set a goal to identify 10
applicants to interview initially. The
committee will finalize that number
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down to three to present to the BOS.”
Former Town Administrator Shaun Suhoski
left the position August 8 to take a similar position in Athol. In fiscal year 2014, his salary was
$111,931.
Holiday Inn project variance approved by
Zoning Board of Appeals

Holiday Inn project variance
approved by Zoning Board
of Appeals

T

he Holiday Inn Express & Suites Project
at the corner of New Boston Road and
Route 20 is finally moving forward as the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA) approved a variance for the project October 15.
Sturbridge resident and businessman Jay
Patel purchased the property in 2008 and demolished a deteriorating hotel at the site to
make way for a Holiday Inn & Suites, restaurant
and bank. The hotel will include 36 suites and
41 rooms, an indoor swimming pool, fitness and
business center, and meeting rooms. It is expected to create 10 to 12 full-time jobs initially,
with the potential of 30 or more if a restaurant
and bank were developed at the location. Patel
also owns the former Days Inn (destroyed by the

2011 tornado) and Econo Lodge in Sturbridge
as well as the Hampton Inn in Auburn.
The ZBA approved the variance with Om
Shri Ambika LLC (Patel) to “allow parking to
be set back a minimum of 23 feet from the
Route 20 right away.” The redesigned plan
only required one variance instead of the original two. “I think the changes show that the developer wanted to work with the town and
listened to the concerns when considering the
redesign,” Town Planner Jean Bubon said.
“The ZBA also had a good indication from
MassDOT that the proposed landscaping
within the right of way could be approved,
helping to insure the development would meet
the Village Gateway District by-laws.”
Bubon said the project would go before the
Planning Board December 2 for approval on
the revised plans, including architectural, traffic, and stormwater details. The project will
also need to go before the Conservation Com-

mission again because it requires work in a designated wetland area buffer zone.
Patel said he is taking one step at a time and
hopes to break ground in the spring for the
hotel, which is expected to take 10 to 12
months to construct. He said a bank or restaurant construction would take four to six
months. “I did have potential tenants, but don’t
have them anymore because of the fiasco (delays in getting the project approved) of the
process. I have to start from scratch and reach
out again, but can hopefully secure them. I
have been pleasantly surprised with the response from everyone in town wanting this
project done and we are back moving full
steam ahead,” he said.

Piano Instruction • House Calls
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UPDATE

F

Checking in on Francis Camosse
after his tiny house made big news

By Stephanie Richards
rancis Camosse’s quest for tiny living has
come full circle as he settles into his new
tiny house in Charlton, built by the crew of
FYI Network’s “Tiny House Nation.”
Tiny living is “a social movement where
people are downsizing the space that they
live in. The typical American home is around
2,600 square feet, while the typical small or
tiny house is around 100 to 400 square feet.
Tiny Houses come in all shapes, sizes and
forms but they focus on smaller spaces and
simplified
living,”
according
to
thetinylife.com
Camosse attended a workshop in Boston
put on by Tumbleweed Tiny House Company to find out more information about
building a house. He then formed a company, Building Tiny, in hopes of constructing
a home for himself and others in the future.
He took out a loan to pay for the trailer
(specifically made for tiny houses) and materials and proceeded to build the subfloor last
winter. Things were falling in place to build
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the walls when a major change occurred.
Camosse answered an online ad from FYI
Network looking for people interested in tiny
living. One phone call and three Skype interviews later, things snowballed and landed
him an opportunity to make his tiny house a
reality. The crew of “Tiny House Nation”
came out in March to complete and film the
building of his tiny home and aired the show
in September. Camosse invested $15,000 of
his own money into the house and the network matched it, providing free labor as part
of the process.
Currently situated on his brother’s property, Camosse’s tiny house is 150 square feet,
which doesn’t include the 9-foot wide by
four-foot tall sleeping loft with three awning
windows. The kitchen area has a sink and
small fridge and three appliances, including
a mini Keurig, mini Crock Pot and a Breville
Toaster Oven (goes up to 450 degree). Hooks
and racks on the walls hold a small selection
of utensils, pans and dishes. A 30-gallon tank
under the sink provides water on demand

and two, 20-pound propane tanks (attached to the frame outside) feed the twoburner stove and Newport by Dickinson
heater (actually made for yachts). The
bathroom has a sink, shower and compost
toilet with a fan that creates a constant
vacuum to absorb any smell. Finally, there
is a seating area that converts to a table
(for use in dining, serving or as a
project/workspace) on one wall and a
drop down desk on another. Outside the
house, there is a landscaped seating area
with fire pit where Camosse says he does
most of his entertaining.
A unique, artistic element that serves a
need is a spiral staircase in the kitchen
area that leads to the loft. “They completed the house in 10 days and I love
everything about the appearance of it. I
didn't expect it to be as dark (on the outside) as it is, but it fits the landscape so
well,” the 28-year-old said. “I would never
have envisioned a spiral staircase in a tiny
house, but I think it is a perfect solution to
an interesting problem (form versus function). I think it is a piece of art and possibly my favorite part of the house. I cannot
tell you how negative the comments I have
got about it though–that it is a death trap.
Overall, the reaction has been mostly positive and I get people walking and driving
by asking to take pictures, which I gladly
let them.”
Camosse recently bought 1.4 acres of
land, complete with a brook, adjacent to
his brother’s property. In the future, he
hopes to install a septic on the land and a
driveway for his tiny house, which also
prepares the property for possible construction of a small house (like 500 square
feet) in the future. “I am still adjusting to
tiny living and my new blog will help those
who are thinking about moving into a
smaller space. I will be talking about living
daily life in a tiny home, what appliances
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At left, Francis Camosse seated in the loft inside his tiny home. Above, construction of Mr. Camosse’s tiny house in Charlton.

to get, and especially my first winter experience,” he said. “One thing I’ve already found is that I don’t have enough
covered storage for clothes and I may add
a small closet with a mirror in the future.
I haven’t had too many big surprises yet,
but I am sure adjustments will continue as
long as I live here.”
Although others were involved in helping him in his tiny house journey,
Camosse said “ownership of the house
also belongs to my friend, Brian Foley,
who passed away this summer. I could
have never realized this dream without
him.”
To watch the episode of the tiny house
build on FYI Network, go to
www.fyi.tv/shows/tiny-house-nation. To
connect with Camosse about tiny living,
go to his blog at www.tinylivin.com
© 2014 Sturbridge Times photo by Stephanie Richards
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North Brookfield woman has been quietly rescuing
farm animals headed to slaughter
She then cares for them for the rest of their natural lives

T

en years ago, Marlene Narrow
was renting a little over 10 acres
of land in North Brookfield for her
two horses. The massage therapist
was driving to work one day going
through Spencer, when she saw a bull
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By Stephanie Richards

calf that was just born as evidenced
by the umbilical chord still attached.
She rolled down the window and
yelled out to the newborn and he
proceeded to run up to the fence,
looking her in the eye. She felt like

he was saying to her, “please help
me.”
You could say that gave birth
to a new passion in her life, one
that set a projectory for expanding her love for horses to other
species. “I had experience with
dog rescue before, taking in seven
huskies. But the day I connected
with that calf was an odd experience and I kept thinking about it
all day at work. I ended up going
back to farm the next day and
walked into the milking parlor. I
understood that bull calves are
separated from their mothers and
knew he would be killed or
slaughtered if I didn’t do something. I asked the farmer about
the calf and if I could buy him;
he said yes for $6 (what the cattle
dealer would have given him at

auction),” Narrow said. “I already
had horses, but didn’t ever think
about the feelings or fate of farm
animals. I named the calf Emerald and had him for 17 years old
until he passed away in May.”
Getting Emerald was new territory for Narrow and with it
came a lot of uncertainty about
how to do things. “I think Rosa
Parks’ quote sums things up, ‘You
must never be fearful about what
you are doing when it is right,’”
she said.
One week after getting Emerald, another bull calf came into
her life. She was at a farm buying
raw organic milk when she saw
Elijah, a Holstein bull calf (which
get sold for veal). He was different
Continued on next page
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from Emerald, who was a jersey
calf who would have ended up
typically at a rendering plant at a
week old. “Again, it was an odd
experience the way we connected. So now I had two bull
calves and I was feeding them
both by bottle,” she said.
Yet again, Narrow was at a
dairy farm and encountered a
heifer (female calf) that came
down with pneumonia. She
couldn’t be sold as a dairy cow
because of the illness and Selena,
as Narrow named her, joined the
others. Narrow said Don Ela, the
West Brookfield farmer whom
she got Jack (another jersey bull
calf) and Elijah from too, came to
give Selena penicillin everyday
and she pulled through it.
Reggae, a mix of a Scottish
highlander and white face heifer,
was the final one to join the
group and now is 17 years old
along with Elijah.
Continued on following page
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Bovines enjoy their time in the ﬁeld that is rented every month by Marlene Narrow who rescued these farm animals when they were headed
to slaughter. Last month, Marlene was convinced by friends to name her sanctuary and open a fund for donations of support. (see pg. 19)
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Marlene’s farm animal rescue
Continued from previous page
Ironically, Narrow helped start
a certified animal massage program in Worcester where she is the
curriculum coordinator. “Dogs are
the same physiologically as humans and when it comes to experiencing stress as well. There was
a growing interest in animals and
after the program started, students
did internships in rescues and shelters. Working with the animals
made them more adoptable.”
Another animal would soon
enter the picture, snorting all the
way. “I was picking up hay at a
farm and this piglet galloped up to
me, and went into a lateral recumbent position on the edge of my
toes. The farmer was not there. I
didn’t know anything about pigs,
but I bent down and started doing
range of motion on the limbs and
compression strokes on its back.”
Narrow said. “I noticed the other
11 pig siblings who had been there
all summer were not around and
called the farmer when I got
home. He told me the slaughter
truck came that morning but two
pigs had escaped. He spent two
and one half hours before he
caught one of them. Gabrielita, as
I named her, was still loose. I made
a deal with him that if I could
catch her, I could keep her. I put a
dog crate in my truck and went
back to the farm. When I put the
crate on the ground and opened it,
she went right in.”
Narrow began calling other
sanctuaries to see if they could
take her. “I didn’t plan on keeping
her but no one else had room.
That was three years ago,” she
said. “Gabrielita eats fruits, veggies, soy protein, rice and noodles–
I get free leftovers from the Loving
Hut (a vegan restaurant) and supplement her diet with grain.”
All of these animals would have
ended up on a kitchen table, but
Narrow has created a sanctuary

for them to enjoy peaceful and
playful camaraderie with each
other. She has chosen to accept this
role, doing most things on her own,
with the help of a few others. “We
all have a mission God gives us…
this is my calling and I do the best I
can and trust in the given mission.
I rent the land and spend several
hundred dollars a month for the
hay bill, but I am committed to
this,” she said. “Sometimes I get a
surprise like a round bail of hay
from a local farmer or fencing materials. One day, a man left an envelope with some cash to help care
for the animals. He and his wife
used to drive by on their way to
church. She died of cancer and
loved animals, so he gave a donation from the church to care for
them. It’s a philosophy of what I
call ‘helping hands animal rescue.’”
As she cares for the animals she
said there is a mutual respect and
there has never been fear that they
would hurt her or vice versa. “The
horses and bovines get along harmonious. I introduced them slowly
to each other, and they transitioned
well,” Narrow said. “No matter
how stressed I am, I come here and
can stay in the moment; it is my
therapy. The human-animal bond
is about trust and communication…these are different species
than dogs but I feel the relationship
is similar. They want to be fed,
while feeling safe and secure, and
this is an attack-free zone. It is an
interspecies bond. I have seen the
evolution of overcoming racism,
and sexism …now it has moved to
speciesism.”
After working with these new animals, Narrow has become a vegan,
which has laid the foundation for
her continuing labor of love to care
for them. “I recognize that everyone may not agree with me, but we
each give charity somewhere. No
one thinks Second Chance Animal
Continued on next page
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Help Marlene’s
Animal Rescue!

Helping Hands
Animal Rescue Fund
c/o North Brookfield Savings
35 Summer Street
North Brookfield, MA 01535

Marlene Narrow’s
Helping Hands
Animal Rescue
Continued from previous page

Shelter is a crazy idea…it shouldn’t be
any different because these are bovines
and pigs. This opportunity presented itself–the agricultural farmers gave the
animals to me–and I have compassion
for them. I think this sanctuary manifests Christ’s love,” she said.

Meet Gabrielita

© 2014 Sturbridge Times photo by Stephanie Richards

Gabrielita lives on land Marlene Narrow rents. It is here where Marlene gives animals headed to slaughter a chance to live their lives. Last month, Marlene ﬁnally named her vocation “Helping Hands Animal Rescue.” This is a one-person operation with limited space, so, unfortunately, there is no more room to take
on additional farm rescues. If you would like to help Marlene ﬁnancially, there is a fund set up for this purpose (see above) at North Brookﬁeld Savings Bank.
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If these walls could talk ...
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Book reveals Town House history through personal stories

fter more than a half century of marriage,
North Brookfield's Pauline Berry Dwelly
still remembers what it took to woo her husband, Ralph. In book about the history of the
old Town House, she reminiscences about how
their courtship evolved at canteen dances held
there in the 1950s.
“One Saturday a month with records – we
always had a good turnout,” she recalls in the
book 'George M Cohan Was Here! North
Brookfield's Town House.' “Of course, the refreshments were a big draw for the boys, may
of us girls danced together with the guys sitting
across the hall, but with every fourth dance
being 'ladies choice' there was a mad dash to
get to our favorite boy. I always got to Ralph
first. Boys sure were bashful in the '50s, but perseverance paid off. I had just a short stint of 53
years being Mrs. Ralph Dwelly.”
In Marilynn Hahn Borst's book about North
Brookfield's historic landmark, there are dozens
of stories like Dwelly's – stories that tell the history of the building through the human interactions that took place inside it. Borst, a
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North Brookﬁeld Town House

member of the Friends of the North Brookfield
Town House, a group that's working to preserve the 150-year-old vacant and endangered
building, collected the tales and photos to document the importance of the building that was
once the center of activity in town.

“It's not really a history book, it's more of a
storybook,” she explained. “It's the story of all
the great things that happened here – I figured
if we shared them, maybe people would realize
that we can't just let this building fall down.”
A true treasure, the North Brookfield Town
House was added to the National Register of
Historic places in 2001, but just one year later,
it was vacated. In November 2002 it was
deemed unsafe by structural engineers, who
were concerned about its cracked timber roof
and bulging facade, and although repairs were
made, twelve years later, the building remains
vacant.
In 2012, the Town House was listed as one
of the state's Most Endangered Historic Resources by Preservation Massachusetts. It's estimated that its restoration – including bringing
the building up to the American with Disabilities Act code – will cost upwards of $5 million.
According to Borst and the other Friends,
restoring the building on North Main Street
will be worth the investment.
When the Town House was built in 1864,
the nation was in the throes of the Civil War
but the town of North Brookfield was at its
peak. The shoe-making community manufactured boots for the Union Army, and the town's
economy was strong enough to support the
building of a new structure to replace the former Town House, which had been destroyed
by fire. Designed by Elbridge Boyden, the same
man who designed Worcester's Mechanics
Hall, the structure came in at $17,500, including furnishings, according to Borst.
“It really showed off the town's affluence at
the time,” she said. “There was no need to
travel out of town at that time – everything was
right here from appliance stores to movie theaters. And at the center of all the activity in
town was this great building.”
The Town House served many purposes in
Continued on next page
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Continued from previous page
town, from hosting official town business
such as the collector's and clerk's offices,
town meetings and elections, to being the
center of community and social events.
It was once home to the senior center,
businesses such as the Benvenuti Fruit
Store, and even the site of performances
by acclaimed actor, producer and playwright George M. Cohan. Borst found
out just how diverse the activities that
took place in the building were by asking
locals one simple question – what do you
remember?
“It really became an oral history of
what life was like in North Brookfield,”
said Borst. “A lot of people couldn't believe that their memories were so important – that their memories are the history
of the town.”
Borst's book tells the stories of what
took place inside the more century-old
walls through photographs and personal
remembrances that fill nearly 100 pages.
The author said that documenting the
life that took place within the walls is key
to protecting historic structure's future.
“It is our hope that along with the
process of remembering the past, you
might also be able to envision a future in
which a restored Town House can serve
once again as the social, cultural, and
civic center of North Brookfield,” Borst
wrote at the close of her book.
The Friends group is working to preserve the building's structural integrity,
historical character and architectural design, and they're doing their part – little
by little. Borst's book is being sold at the
library and town clerk's office for $10,
with all proceeds going back into the future of the building. The printing of the
book is supported in part by a grant from
the North Brookfield Cultural Council, a
local agency which is supported by the
Massachusetts Cultural Council, a state
agency. Borst will give book talks at the
library Nov. 20 at 7 p.m.
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Sturbridge veteran, spouse create awareness of soldier suicide
By Stephanie Richards
Twenty-two white, wooden crosses
with American flags adorn the front
lawn of Jay and Katye Pope’s Sturbridge home. A red sign in the midst
of them tells the bold reality of their
meaning– “Stop Soldier Suicide, 22
Veterans A Day.”
The fact is alarming, even more so
when you recognize that the number
is based on only 22 states reporting
veteran suicides (source U.S. Department of Veteran’s Affairs). And, that
number doesn’t include one active
duty soldier every day that takes his or
her own life.
Katye knows all too well the deep
wounds, both physical and emotional,
of war. She enlisted in the Army in
2002, looking for security for her family (from an unstable, previous marriage).
She
pursued
the
communications field in the service in
Signal Corps, connecting phone lines
and computers. “I figured when I got
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The home of Jay and Katye Pope with their message about preventing soldier suicide.

out it was something I could pursue,”
said Katye, who completed two tours
in Iraq in 2003-04 and 2005 and was
medically discharged in 2007. “After
being deployed and on guard all the
time, you come home and try to blend
in but it is difficult to return back to

everyday life. You can experience survivor guilt; you came back but a lot of
your fellow soldiers didn’t. Some can
deal with what we experienced while
others have difficulty–I think there is a
stigma attached when you can’t. Veterans can feel like they don’t have anyone

else to turn to in trying to adjust to
home life. We need to be there for each
other…we are each other’s battle
buddy even when we come back.”
It was through a fellow veteran’s
Facebook post that Katye found out
about Stop Soldier Suicide and their efforts to heighten awareness of the issue.
A national, civilian non-profit organization, Stop Soldier Suicide was
founded in 2010 and is comprised of
mostly volunteers who are veterans and
active duty service members who want
to help. Its mission is “To bring awareness to, and actively curb, the growing
suicide epidemic among active and veteran service members.”
The organization has a national and
community-based network of volunteers and partner organizations inside
and outside of the military. It partners
with other non-profits, like Give an
Hour, which is independent of the military and has counselors (who donate
Continued on page 25
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Stageloft Theater’s Ed Cornely set to retire post, stay involved
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Ed Cornely, founder of Stageloft Theater in Sturbridge will retire but remain involved
in the Company’s future productions.

By Stephanie Richards
Growing up on Long Island,
Ed Cornely saw the script for his
role in life as a teacher. While pursuing an English degree in college,
he exposed himself to other forms
of expression, including Broadway, critiquing it as an art form.
After graduating, he took a job
as an English teacher at Hopkinton High School and it was
through his students that a new
role would emerge–that of stage
director. “A group of students
came to me and wanted to do a
play and have me direct it. I said
‘OK, let’s do Shakespeare’ and
some of them grumbled. I made a
deal with them that if I took them
to Boston to see Shakespeare’s
‘Midsummer Night’s Dream’ and
they liked it, we would do Shakespeare. If not, we would do something else. They loved it, so we
started with Shakespeare,” Cornely said. “I found I could cast
shows well and started reading and
studying about theater, focusing on
things like how to place characters
on stage. I took the kids to high
school drama festivals too, where
we all learned a lot more from theater critics. Then, I began writing
murder-mystery plays in the late
1980s.”

It was when he brought his
murder mystery plays to the Publick House in 1994 that Cornely
got the idea for a live, outdoor theater in Sturbridge. “There was a
lot of tourism at the time, especially at Old Sturbridge Village
(OSV). I pursued the idea initially
with the Publick House, but they
were not interested,” said Cornely,
who moved from Westboro to
Sturbridge in 2003. “The Chamber directed me to a loft in the
barn behind the Sturbridge
Country Inn and Stageloft Repertory Theater became a reality.”
Live summer and fall plays
were performed in the rented, 90seat barn for five years. “We have
fond memories of the space. One
night, my tech and I heard noises.
A bat had made its home in the
loft area; it was an open space
with beams exposed and a cathedral ceiling. We were able to find
him by dimming the lights,” Cornely said. “Our customers were
very gracious and patient with us
in those early years as the barn
was not air conditioned.”
The space proved to be challenging in other ways too. “I was
frustrated as there was no storage
and everything had to be kept at
my house,” he said. “It also was
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not handicap accessible. Both of my
parents were handicapped – my
dad had polio. I was committed to
the space but we needed to take care
of addressing the issues.”
Cornely’s wife, Ellen, started
searching for another building and
came upon Stageloft’s current home
at 450A Main Street in Sturbridge.
“I checked to make sure it had
trusses and a sight line. We remortgaged our house to float the loan
and a core of volunteers helped renovate the space. Four months later,
we opened the 130-seat theater with
‘Christmas Memories’ (a play written by Cornely),” he said. “My wife
has been the person in the background who doesn’t get the recognition. She has always supported
and encouraged me in the challenges, frustrations and concerns.”
From the beginning, Cornely said
a clear mission was essential. “I understood that everything would be
affected by it. The main element of
our mission has been to provide an
environment where actors can grow.
That’s one reason we do Shakespeare–reading the text helps you
improve skills. We have also given
people an opportunity to start directing. We chose plays that were what
the audience wanted but also provided a real challenge for the actors
so they could learn new skills.”
Cornely has also provided opportunities to introduce children to the
theater through specific plays and
the Summer Youth Theater Workshops. The workshops provide kids
with a chance to engage in a weeklong learning experience culminating in the performance of a play.
While for some theater is a
hobby, others have used Stageloft as
a platform to pursue professional
theater. Stageloft’s first stage manager, Christine Daly, graduated
from Holy Cross and earned her eq-

uity card working at the Burt
Reynolds Theater in Florida. She is
the production stage manager for
the Broadway play, “Avenue Q.”
Sturbridge resident Joe Concesion was part of a summer camp
production at the Stageloft and
went on to appear in several musicals including “Damn Yankees,”
“My Fair Lady” and “Guys and
Dolls.” He is now a senior at New
York University-Steinhardt majoring in vocal performance (music
theater) and this summer starred in
his first professional/regional theater production for Cabrillo Stage
(CA) in “Putting it Together,” a musical revue by Stephen Sondheim.
“I played Jem in “To Kill a Mockingbird” –to this day it is one of my
favorite stage experiences. Stageloft
taught me a lot – I learned how to
conduct myself around seasoned
performers, partake in productions
that ran for many weeks at a time,
and enjoy the camaraderie that
comes from being part of a large
ensemble cast. I believe Stageloft
was a huge part of my theatrical education that I still draw from in my
senior year of college,” he said. “Ed
has not only inspired many local actors to fall in love with the theater,
but he has given them a platform to
express themselves.”
Cornely will still stay connected
to Stageloft but looks forward to exploring new interests. “It is my hope
to direct maybe one or two plays a
year. But I also love gardening and
have interest in showing others how
to create a Shakespearean garden.
I’d also like to volunteer with the
Clemente Program, which reaches
out to young people with limited exposure to the humanities,” he said.
“I have had great joy in seeing actors continue on and am glad to
have played a small part in that.”
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STATUTES OF LIMITATION

s bad as it might be to punch someone in the
nose, it’s even worse to wait three years before
complaining about it. In fact, waiting that long is considered so bad that the courts won’t let you bring
charges even if you try to.
Statutes of limitation that limit the time you can
wait before filing criminal charges or instigating a
civil law suit, are based on the notion that the harm
to a victim who gets punched is not as great as the
harm done to a puncher who is denied the right to
promptly defend his actions.
For instance, maybe there’s a witness who saw you
poke him in the eye before he punched you in the
nose. Three years later, that witness may be long
gone.
There’s also the idea that a person who has been
wronged shouldn’t wait around before deciding to
defend himself. If you know that you’ve been injured
in a car crash, or that the guy who installed your roof
forgot the shingles, then you should sue right away.
The statute of limitations for most civil law suits
is three years. But it’s six for breaching a contract,
and another 14, for a total 20 years, if the contract is
under seal. (That simply means you wrote “under
seal” before the signature lines.)
It’s also 20 years for trespass, which is why you can
take someone’s land after squatting on it for 20 years
or more. In other words, they can’t sue you for trespass because the statute of limitations has passed and
so the land is now yours.
Even if you do sue someone promptly and even
if you win, there’s still another statute of limitations
to worry about. You only have 20 years to collect on
your judgment. After that, it’s shame on you -- the
statute of limitations on your judgment has expired.
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BY RICHARD MORCHOE

he cynic in me was, as usual, inflamed by
the antics of our state legislature. The
Great and General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts enacted a couple of
laws that automatically raise a tax and a fee
over time.
Those of us who have lived in the Bay State
all our lives calm down soon enough. Though
a normal human might shout words not printable in a family journal such as The Sturbridge
Times Magazine, we maintain composure. It’s
just not cricket we say.
Others thought so too and collected signatures to have the robo increases face electoral
wrath.
The first referendum item on the November ballot calls for the repeal of the automatic
gas tax increase. Our solons decreed and the
governor assented to a law that would adjust
the excise at the pump annually at the rate of
increase in the Consumer Price Index. They
put a floor on any decrease, unlikely as that is
in the aforementioned index.
There may be good reasons for an increase
in the gas tax over time. Then again, that may
not always be so, and the boys and girls under
the Golden Dome should be required to cast
votes.
Question 2 for November is a little different. It is an expansion of the bottle bill.
There are pros and cons. Generally, we on

Long Hill want the heavy hand of the state
to be as light as possible. That said, our scenic road is not always respected by the littering community.
Returnables hereabouts are scooped up
not long after being expulsed from the vehicles that go by. Other bottles become part
of the landscape until a resident or the town
picks them up. That oft happens at the
speed of dark. Thus the impetus for the
statute is understandable even in my backwater.
Even here, however, our solonistas are
again trying to avoid accountability going
forward. The law requires the “Secretary
of Energy and Environmental Affairs (EEA)
to adjust the container deposit amount
every five years to reflect (to the nearest
whole cent) changes in the consumer price
index, but the value could not be set below
five cents.”
If you were wondering where those folks
got the idea, well they came up with the
precedent themselves and it was a doozy. In
1998 they bamboozled the electorate into a
constitutional amendment that automatically raised their pay. If only you could enchant your boss in similar fashion.
Our legislators take a paycheck but now
write laws that insure they don’t face a fuAdjacent page
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Soldier suicide

Continued from page 22
one hour of their time) available to
provide free mental health counseling. Stop Soldier Suicide also provides links to resources for disability
services, employment, financial,
health/wellness, housing, legal, meditation/yoga, military network, service animals, substance abuse, suicide
prevention, transition services and
support for survivors. “We are loos-

Morchoe

From previous page

ture of going on record. We
shall go out on a limb and aver
that there has never been a rep
or senator whose cause of death
has been listed as over-exertion.
At least, that is, in relation to
their duties of office.
Avoiding a vote on any issue is
reprehensible, but there is a possible silver lining. In the April,
2011 issue of this magazine, I
discussed term limits after reading a missive by our editor. That
issue may not be dead but it is
moribund.
Anyway, the first part of the
article mentioned an interaction
I had with an embattled pol who
was being crushed by the relentless Beacon Hill Machine. The
poor exasperated rep asked me
what I would do to reform the
legislature. To quote myself,
“He was completely shocked
by my answer. I told him I had
no interest in reform. Rather, I
suggested, we close down the legislature and make the State
Capitol building a halfway house
for megalomaniacs.”
Now, this was delivered
tongue in cheek, if only because
it was thought impossible. Yet,
the legislature, in their naked attempt to obfuscate themselves
out of future responsibility has
demonstrated validity of that
quest.

ing more soldiers to suicide than to
combat. Stop Soldier Suicide was
started by veterans who said ‘enough,
we need to address this issue.' We
connect people to resources as
needed and hope not to get them already in a state of crisis. Often times
we do and have a partnership with
the Veteran’s Administration (VA) for
a 24-hour phone line in those cases,”
said Laura Black, who is the group’s
Theoretically, there is no fiscal
issue that cannot be settled for all
time by the system of automatic increments. We need a ballot initiative that mandates Team State
House does the same with every
possible measure and then abolishes
itself and for good measure, who
needs a governor?
After we have achieved this millennium, we have to consider what
to do with the property and the
men and women who will be de-institutionalized.
The edifice at the top of the hill
has too much history to be torn
down. After all we did not obliterate the old state house even though
insignia of British Royalty adorns it.
The former denizens are prepared for no other lives. Even after
treatment, what else can they do?
Compassion as well as pragmatism can work together. Let’s preserve our architectural heritage and
care for the helpless.
We must make our state capitol
building and environ a theme park.
The ex-legislators can pretend they
are still serving and work as interpreters the same way as is done at
Old Sturbridge Village.
Instead of spending their days
conspiring against us, they can act
as if they were working on our behalf. It will be fun and harmless.
“No Man’s life, liberty or property is safe while the legislature is in
session” has been attributed to
Mark Twain, among others.
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volunteer Chief Marketing Officer.
“We hear from veterans that there
are problems with the VA, from a
back log to make an appointment to
treatment through pills or none available for things like Traumatic Brain
Injury (TBI), which has symptoms
like impulsivity that can lead to suicide. This issue is a community problem…it impacts the psyche of the
community, and people need to care
about it.”
The 22 Cross Challenge started
out as an idea from a network of hyperbolic clinics that sought assistance
from the organization and asked
Black to help. She suggested broadening the scope to individuals and
crosses started appearing on lawns in
mid-September during National
Suicide Prevention Month. “People
get paint sticks, glue them together in
the shape of a cross, paint them

white and then make a sign to drive
the awareness of the number of soldier suicides home. Some people use
flags instead of crosses,” Black said.
“It came up about the same time as
the ALS ice bucket challenge. People
are always asking how they can help
and this has empowered them in a
different way, allowing them to bring
out a visual display of the issue.”
Kayte has combat-related injuries
and because of that lives with PostTraumatic Stress (PTS) daily. When
she initially sought help, they said her
problem was being overweight.
“They wouldn’t believe me and you
could see how depression can occur.
Soldiers who do two, three or four
tours come home with a lot of baggage. I think there is a stigma attached to TBI and PTSD and I don’t
know whether people are afraid or
Continued on page 35
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YARDWORKS

Caring for what grows in your yard

By Tom Chamberland, ISA

Plant a live Christmas tree in November

Tom Chamberland is the Tree Warden for the Town of Sturbridge and a Certified Arborist

T

hose of us who celebrate Christmas often
begin thinking of Christmas trees toward
the end of November. You may even be thinking
of a using live tree for Christmas and then planting it outside.
Here are a few steps to follow for planting live
evergreen trees this time of year:
If you are not already buying a pre-dug tree
from a local nursery, then visit your local Christmas tree farm now and choose your tree, before
the frost sets too deeply or the nursery closes for
winter. Remember the tree will be much heavier,
and need a container large enough for the root
ball for transportation.
Pre dig around the roots now before the
ground freezes, dig in 10” deep and 6” – 8” out
for every 1” of truck diameter measured 6” up
from the ground, ( IE: 3” dia tree = 18” out from
trunk or 3’ diameter) and then cover the area
with a straw or hay mulch to prevent the ground
from freezing. You can also use several layers of
newspaper covered with a plastic tarp. When
you harvest your tree or if your tree is from a
nursery, all ready balled and burlaped, place the
tree in a tub, backfilling with a soil/mulch material, and stored in an unheated building like a
garage or tool shed, keeping the root ball moist
until you are ready to move it inside.
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Now is also the time to pre-dig a hole where
you want to plant the tree after the Christmas
season. This hole should be at least twice as wide
as, and no deeper than the root ball. Fill this
hole with straw, hay or leaves and cover with a
tarp to prevent this area from freezing until you
plant the tree. Also cover well or store indoors
the soil you removed to prevent it from freezing
too. Pick your tree planting site carefully, evergreens need full sun for good thick growth and
allow at least 15’-20’ from any other tree or
building in your yard. Before you dig know
where your underground utilities are, call dig
safe at 1-800-322-4844, and our local water and
sewer department at 508-347-2513 for assistance.
Bring in and decorate your tree for the shortest time possible and try to keep the room temperature cool, a room too hot and dry will
possibly “re awaken” the tree into a false spring,
then the shock of winter planting will do it some
harm. Keep the root ball moist but not flooded
wet. Do not cut off or remove any branches
more that absolutely necessary. Your tree will
need this green to recover from the transplanting
stress. Do not cut or trim the central leader as
this will force the tree as it grows to produce multiple leaders in the future. Use only “mini” lights
or the new LED type, if any. Set up a room humidifier near the tree, and keep it full and running while the tree is in the house.
As soon as possible after the holiday, move the
tree back out to the garage or storage shed for a
day or two to help it reacclimatize itself to cooler

temperatures, then move it to its new planting
site, remove the burlap, and plant the tree no
deeper than when it was previously planted,
water in well and keep covered with 4-6 inches
of mulch. Don’t forget to remove all decorations
and lights! You may also want to spray on an
anti- desiccant to slow down the evaporation of
water from its needles.
Next spring remove the hay mulch, check soil
for depressions and low spots, refill to grade, re
mulch with wood or bark mulch and keep well
watered for the next several years. If it is a tree
you have planted to celebrate a birth or family
event, don’t forget to take a picture so in a few
years, you will be amazed of the growth of both
the tree and the child.
If you are just looking for the more traditional
cut tree, I again recommend you visit one of our
area Christmas tree farms and cut your own.
This will guarantee the freshest tree. If you
chose to purchase one from a local sales yard, remember these trees were cut in late October and
early November and then “frozen” for shipment.
To test for freshness, lightly pull on the needles,
if they come off easily then the tree is drying out,
also place your fingers in about 3-4” from the
end and bend the twig around, if it kinks or
breaks then the tree is not fresh, chose another
one. When you get home, bounce the tree on its
butt to shake out loose needles, cut off two inches
from the butt and place the tree in a bucket of
water, you can make a tree preservation solution
by mixing 1 gallon water with 1 table spoon
bleach, 3 table spoons sugar and 6 oz of flat regular beer. Use this solution to water your tree as
it will help keep the tree green longer. Bring a
ruler and know the ceiling height of your home,
remember the old carpenter adage: measure
twice, cut once. My December article in the
2009 Sturbridge Times covered a number of the
more common evergreen tree species we use for
Christmas trees.
Tom Chamberland is the Tree Warden for the Town
of Sturbridge and a Certified Arborist. He enjoys caring
for plants that grow in his yard and welcomes reader suggestions for future articles. Email him at: tchamberland@t
own.sturbridge.ma.us
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PETS Q&A
KATHY MENARD

Puppy protecting food, hypoallergenic diets, etc.

WITH

Q. I have a new puppy who is protective of his food. just avoiding those ingredients. In order to do
What is the best way to break this behavior?
this you will need to look at the ingredients of the
foods you have been feeding to determine comA. There are many reasons for this behavior, a com- mon ingredients that could be the potential culmon one being if he came from a large litter and prit. Then look for a limited ingredient diet (the
had to fight his littermates for his share.
fewest number of ingredients - typically only 3
There is one method that involves always leaving plus vitamins and minerals) that does not contain
food down so he realizes food is no longer scarce. the common ingredients you identified above.
However this can complicate housebreaking with a Also choose a LID (limited ingredient diet) that
young pup. I would give him his bowl with just a lit- has a unique protein source - one your dog has
tle of his food. Have the full meal in a different bowl not had before. Kangaroo, fish, venison, lamb
on the counter. As he finishes the little you put in his and rabbit are a few common ones to try for dogs
bowl on the floor, give him a little more, using your that may be reacting to their food. Once you find
hand to actually put it in his bowl. It won't take long a food that fits this criteria you need to leave your
for him to realize your hand is bringing more food, dog on it for 4-6 weeks before you decide it it is
not taking it away. Consider signing him up for an helping or not. If your dog gets much worse imobedience class where they can help with any prob- mediately after changing food then I would look
lems that may develop.
for a different food right away. As always, your
Q. It was recommended to me to feed my dog a hy- veterinarian or local pet supply store can direct
poallergenic dog food because she has chronic skin you to foods that may help.
problems. I am having trouble finding one - can you Q. I have raised and trained many dogs throughgive me the names of some so I can track them out my life and now have a new german shepherd
down?
puppy. Do I really need to take classes or can I
A. The only true hypoallergenic dog food I know just train her myself ?
of is what your vet will have. I would suggest trying A. Even if you are a great trainer I would recto figure out what your dog is reacting to and then ommend you take the classes for socializing, if
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nothing else. German Shepherds need socializing before they turn 4 months old. The
younger the better. You want to socialize
them with people, other animals, different
types of footing (i.e. smooth, slippery, carpeting, grating, etc) different noises, etc. - just
life in general. You didn't mention if any of
your other dogs were german shepherds or
not but they go through a fear period between 4 and 5 months of age that a trainer
can help you through. If this fear period is
not handled correctly you can create fear or
aggression (or both). If you're in a class
when she hits this stage the trainer can guide
you through it. When choosing a trainer be
sure they have had success with training
shepherds in the past - some aren't familiar
with this stage and make the behavior worse,
turning what started out being a stage into a
habit, which is more difficult to correct.
Kathy Menard has been a dog trainer for over 35
years and is certiﬁed through the Certiﬁcation Council for Professional Dog Trainers. She Kathy is the
owner of Compatible Canine in Fiskdale. MA.
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INSURANCE
GUIDANCE
By Richard McGrath, CIC, LIA
PRESIDENT & CEO, McGRATH INSURANCE GROUP

“W

intery, white and wet.” That’s how
The Farmers’ Almanac sums up its
prediction for this coming winter in the northeast.
“We are red-flagging the first 10 days of January and the first week of February along the
Atlantic seaboard for active wintry weather featuring bouts of heavy precipitation and strong
winds,” said Caleb Weatherbee, a pseudonym
used by the official forecaster for The Farmers’
Almanac.
Last winter, meteorologists at the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s
Climate Prediction Center (CPC) predicted a
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White, wet winter predicted

mild winter, while The Farmers’ Almanac accurately predicted a harsh winter.
What if The Farmers’ Almanac is right
again this year?
The best way to manage risk and protect
yourself and your family is to be prepared for
whatever happens. After last year’s “polar vortex,” those who failed to prepare, wished they
had. So what should you do to prepare for winter this year?
Protecting yourself and your family
During cold winter weather, we are all more
vulnerable to sickness, but also to frostbite and

hypothermia. Snow and ice also increase the
likelihood of accidents, so it’s important to
dress appropriately, pay attention to the
weather and act safely.
The Center for Disease Control (CDC) recommends a yearly flu vaccine for everyone six
months of age and older. No one can predict
how serious flu season will be or even which flu
virus will be most prevalent, but a flu shot can
provide good, general protection. The CDC
also recommends washing your hands frequently and, of course, staying away from people who are sick.
Dressing appropriately is also important.
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When you are exposed to the cold,
your body will work harder to keep
you warm and you will be more
vulnerable to infection. In addition, exposed skin will be subject
to frostbite, which can result in
permanent damage to exposed
body parts, including the amputation of affected toes or fingers.
Hypothermia, in which a person’s body temperature drops from
its normal average of 98.6 degrees
to as low as 86 degrees, can be
fatal. For a person who has hypothermia, as body temperature
cools, the heart and liver preserve
heat to protect the brain, but they
produce less heat for the rest of the
body.
Seniors, infants and children
are especially vulnerable to hypothermia, as are people who are
under the influence of drugs or alcohol, as well as those who work
outdoors, and those who have diabetes or thyroid conditions. Be
certain to wear warm clothing and
to stay indoors on the coldest days.
Also make certain your home is
heated to a reasonable temperature.
Remember that pets are affected by cold weather, too. They
will burn more calories trying to
stay warm, so consider feeding
them extra food during the winter
and keep them indoors on the
coldest days.
Keep your driveway and any
walkways free of snow and ice,
and sprinkle sand or a commercial
deicing product on icy areas.
Protecting your home
Failing to winterize can result in
major claims on your homeowner’s insurance, which can result in higher premiums.
Winterizing can also keep you safe,
help you save energy, and ensure
that you’re warm and comfortable
even when it’s bitter cold.
Your heating system has the
greatest potential for life-threatening safety problems and major inTHE CHRONICLE OF STURBRIDGE COUNTRY LIVING

surance claims. Have your furnace inspected annually by a qualified
technician.
Any
malfunctioning furnace can pose a
safety threat, but a malfunctioning
gas furnace can cause an explosion, resulting in a potential loss of
life and major damage to your
home.
Make certain your smoke detectors have fresh batteries and are
functioning properly. Also consider purchasing carbon monoxide
detectors, as carbon monoxide is
created by burning fossil fuels,
such as oil.
If you use your fireplace, make
certain your chimney is clean, and
free of animals and insects. Also
make certain the flue damper is
operating properly, opening and
closing easily and locking in either
position as needed. The bricks in
your fireplace should also be in
good shape. If they are not properly mortared, fire can spread into
the studs behind the bricks.
Bursting water pipes is another
common winter nuisance that can
cause damage that is expensive to
repair. Any pipes that are exposed
to the cold should be covered with
insulating material. Also be sure
to shut off water to exterior faucets
and drain them.
To protect your property and
keep your heating bills lower, consider insulating your hot water
tank, your air conditioning units
and your exterior faucets. If your
fireplace is not air tight, you can
cover the opening with insulation
when it is not in use. Use weatherstripping to keep your doors airtight and caulk for leaks around
your windows.
It’s also important to keep your
roof and gutters well maintained
to avoid leaks and ice dams. Ice
dams, which form as water backs
up and refreezes, are ridges of ice
that form at the roof ’s edge, preventing melting snow from draining off. They can cause leaks and
lead to damage in your home’s

ceilings, walls and other areas.
To prevent ice dams, be sure
that the hard-to-reach areas of
your roof are as well insulated as
the rest of your roof, and make
certain you replace any missing or
damaged shingles. Also, use a
snow rake to clear your roof when
there is a large accumulation of
snow.
Protecting your vehicles
What could be worse than
being stranded on a highway in a
vehicle that won’t start?
To avoid any winter problems,
it’s worth having your vehicle
tuned up before the season starts.
Replace old wiper blades, fill your
windshield washer fluid and consider replacing your car battery if
it is more than five years old.
Check your tire pressure often, as
pressure drops when the weather
gets colder; your tires will provide
better traction if they are properly

inflated.
In case you have to wait for
help, keep emergency supplies in
your car, including a blanket,
gloves, an ice scraper, a flashlight,
a small shovel, paper towels,
jumper cables and a bucket of
sand. Keeping your gas tank full
will help prevent your gas lines
from freezing.
You’d probably rather not think
about winter until it arrives, but
preparing for the cold weather
now can keep you and your family
safe and warm this season.
Richard A. McGrath, CIC, LIA is
President and CEO of McGrath Insurance Group, Inc. of Sturbridge, Mass.
He
can
be
reached
at
rmcgrath@mgrathinsurance.com.
This article is written for informational purposes only and should not be
construed as providing legal advice.
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WINECONNOISEUR
BY PETER SAGANSKY,
IMPORTER-EXPORTER,

CHARLES RIVER WINE COMPANY

N

ovember is a month when I spend a lot time
talking about matching food and wine with
special attention paid to the Thanksgiving feast. I
have written before in these pages about choosing
the right wines to serve with the traditional Turkey
dinner and rather than repeating those themes I
have posted some past articles on The Winebuyer’s
Outlet website www.winebuyersoutlet.com. This
month’s focus is on some of my favorite Food &
Wine match ups.
When I left the corporate wine business and
struck out on my own I had a lot of opportunities to
taste food professionally and to focus on matching
food and wine. I was “the wine guy” on a panel of
top Boston chefs who tasted for Cook’s Illustrated
magazine. I developed F&W menus with Chef
Daniel Bruce of The Boston Harbor Hotel in the
early days of The Boston Wine Festival. I represented Spanish Wines for the Government of Spain
planning menus with leading chefs and speaking at
wine dinners. I created “The Tapas Challenge”
where chefs competed to make the best food matches
with wines that I chose.
The chefs teased me about tasting foods as if they
were wines. I sniffed foods, sniffed again and tasted,
and concentrated on the aftertastes. My wine orientation seemed to work and my F&W match ups
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Favorite food and wine pairings
seemed to bring out the best in their dishes. I got
into the habit of tasting wines and thinking about
what foods they will work with and vice versa.
Then I would try out my theories when opportunities presented themselves.
I experienced a great pairing at a cheese and
wine tasting earlier this year with an exceptional
goat cheese from California called Humboldt Fog
matched with an equally exceptional wine Domaine André & Edmond Figeat Pouilly Fumé Les
Chaumiennes. The goat cheese offered a full
range of textures and flavors with just the right
pungency. The Pouilly Fumé showed why this
Loire Valley town’s Sauvignon Blancs (together
with neighboring Sancerre) are the role models
for this style of wine around the globe. Crisp with
perfect citrus & minerality.
As a less pricey alternative I recommend
matching the plain or dill goat cheese logs from
Crystal Brook Farm of Sterling with Delaunay
Sauvignon Blanc Grand, Val de Loire.
We recently opened a rare 2000 Hungarian
Tokaji Azsu 5 Puttonyos. Having read that dessert
wines match well with blue cheeses I chose Berkshire Blue; one of our State’s finest cheeses made
by hand from whole unpasteurized Jersey Cow’s
milk. The cheese was at the perfect age and its de-

liciously creamy flavors sang out with the
mature dessert wine while its blue parts
sang harmony. Bravo!
We brought an impressive right bank
Bordeaux to Southbridge’s Metro Bistrot
and matched it with their Gratin de ratatouille and Poulet aux herbes. Château
Beauséjour Montagne Saint-Emilion
Pentimento is primarily Merlot blended
with Cabernet Franc. Those of you who
have wondered about the appeal of Merlot should try this wine. Its deep fruit flavors went perfectly with the chicken
thighs seasoned with herbs de Provence
and with the perfectly integrated veggie
flavors and cheese of the ratatouille.
Raw Oysters with Muscadet is a classic pairing worth trying. Muscadet is another Loire Valley white wine made from
a grape called Melon de Bourgogne.
These wines are relatively modest in price
and some are a bit too thin and lean to
work well with foods. The best wines are
labeled “Muscadet Sevre et Maine Sur
Lie”. Domaine des Quatre Routes Muscadet Sevre et Maine Sur Lie is my current favorite for value with David &
Duvallet D2 Muscadet Sevre et Maine
Clos du Ferré a richer somewhat pricier
alternative.
The key for making great Beef and
Wine matches is to chose really good versions of both. While beef presents a perfect reason to pull a fine Cabernet from
the cellar I get more excited about pairing
beef with red Rhône style wines. The two
most important Rhône grapes are
Grenache and Syrah both of which often
play the lead role in a blend. Blends usually contain both grapes often with these
additional Rhône grapes; Mourvédre,
Cinsault and Counoise.
Grenache usually leads the way in
wines that are in the Southern Rhône
style made most famous by Châteauneufdu-Pape. Good California choices in this
style are made by one of the original
“Rhône Rangers” Bill Easton under his
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been on the sweet side and less ideal
with food.
One perfect selection is Alsatian
producer Emile Beyer’s Gewürztraminer Tradition with its lush texture and ripe full flavors. A
charming drier version with perfect
balance is Castel Sallegg’s Gewurztraminer from Northern Italy’s Alto
Adige region. Match these wines
with a take out order of Lemon-

Terre Rouge label. I think of his
more affordable Sierra Foothills
blend “Tête-à-Tête” as Bill’s Côtesdu-Rhône Villages and his deeper
L’Autre blend as his single village
Rhône. Both are fine partners with
red meats.
French wines to seek out in this
style are Chateau Ségure Fitou
Vielles Vignes, Ch. Sainte Eulalie
Minervois “Plaisir d’Eulalie” and
Domaine des Escaravailles Côtesdu-Rhône Les Sablières. An outstanding favorite from is Domaine
Raspail-Ay Gigondas. This is a traditional blend comprised of organically grown grapes from very old
vines; 70% Grenache, 20% Syrah
and 10% Mourvédre. This wine is
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grass Chicken from the Thai House
in East Brookfield for complex
tastes of Wine & Food Heaven right
at home.
Sturbridge-based Importer and Distributor Peter Sagansky runs Charles River
Wine Company. His wines are featured at
The Winebuyer’s Outlet and at finer stores
and restaurants throughout Massachusetts.

full of deep fruit flavors with hints
of earth and Provençal spices.
There are many brilliant examples of Syrah based wines made in
California. Terre Rouge bottles a
few levels. Mandolin Syrah is a fine
value. Radio-Coteau Syrah Las
Colinas, Sonoma Coast is one of
the best.
Another match that I love is
Gewürztraminer with Thai cuisine.
“Gewurz” means spicy and this
unique member of the Traminer
grape family has aromas and flavors often suggesting jasmine, ginger, lychee and citrus fruits. This
grape thrives in colder European
vineyards. Many recent versions
from Germany and Alsace have
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BY LISA BOULEY, M.S.
STAFF NUTRITIONIST
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N

ovember holds significance
for many people, for a variety
of reasons. When most Americans
hear the month of November
mentioned, the first thought that
comes to mind is likely to be the
American holiday, Thanksgiving.
A holiday whose origins are found
in the celebration that pilgrims
shared with Native Americans, in
1621, giving thanks for the abundant harvest, Thanksgiving has
changed over the ensuing nearly
400 years.
Nowadays, Thanksgiving is
often a time when people travel
great distances to be with family
and friends. Most traditional
Thanksgiving Day feasts include a
large turkey, carefully selected and
cooked for hours, usually in the
wee hours of the morning, and
placed prominently on the table,
surrounded by what most would
refer to as “side dishes.”
However, not everyone sees November as an opportunity to feast
on turkey. Interestingly, November
is officially World Vegan Month.
Celebrated every year by many
who abstain from eating animal
products, World Vegan Month
commemorates the coining of the
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Turkey month is also World Vegan Month

term, “vegan” and the founding of
The Vegan Society in November
1944.
As wild turkeys were easily accessible at the time of the first
Thanksgiving celebration, it is not
surprising that they were part of
the meal. Currently, few catch
their own wild turkey to serve at
their holiday meal. Most of the
turkeys eaten at Thanksgiving now
are domesticated. According to
the official website of People for
the Ethical Treatment of Animals,
http://www.peta.org/, over 45
million turkeys are slaughtered at
Thanksgiving time. Although
many people don’t think of turkeys
as “good pets” or having the capacity to love, those who have visited animal sanctuaries and met
“rescued birds,” likely would say
otherwise. Animals that we generally classify as “farm animals,”
when treated with love, respond
similarly to our ‘companion animals.” Much like feral cats or
dogs, "farm" animals that have not
been shown human kindness do
not appear loving at first, but with
time, love heals and changes animals, much as it does people. With
this in mind, what better time to

consider going against the grain,
by serving grains, beans, and other
plant based food as your main
course, side dishes, and desserts,
this Thanksgiving?
For many of us, what we eat is
based on habit, what we were
taught to eat and later to prepare,
as we grew. For many, the suggestion of changing one’s diet, having
to learn how to cook unfamiliar
foods, and the idea of not eating
our “comfort foods” can produce
a stress reaction. However, with
the birth of the computer age, the
plethora of websites which cater to
a variety of dietary preferences,
including veganism, and a number
of well written, clear, and easy to
follow cookbooks, such a prospect
as a turkey-free Thanksgiving Day
meal needn’t seem daunting, but
rather appealing.
According to the ancient teachings of Ayurveda, most animal
products, including turkey, are
“tamasic.” Such foods tend to
slow us down, according to
Ayurvedic principles. Eating less
of these foods and more fresh
plant based selections can help us
feel more awake and alert, lessening the need for artificial stimu-

lants, such as caffeine and sugar.
Knowing that a Thanksgiving meal,
minus the foods that can slow us
down, will leave us more energy for
socializing and catching the early
“Black Friday” sales helps empower
us to consider the next step.... finding an easy to follow, clear and concise cookbook to guide us in
preparing a holiday meal that will be
so delicious that even the most ardent meat lovers might not miss the
meat.
Thanksvegan, written byRoberta
Kalechofshy and Roberta Schiff is a
simple, easy to follow cookbook that
both seasoned chefs and beginners
can utilize and enjoy. Beginning
with a brief history of meat consumption and the changing tide of
opinion as to the healthfulness of
animal products, this book is a great
introduction to the world of vegan
cuisine. With brief sections dedicated to the purchase, storage, and
preparation of beans and grains, as
well as a section detailing the use of
specific herbs and spices in seasoning, this book helps simplify the art
of vegan cooking. There are other
sources out there for non-traditional
dinners at Thanksgiving worth
checking out.
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HEALTH&FITNESS
By Mike Neely
STAFF TRAINER
Everybodys Fitness, Sturbridge

Q. My 12-year-old son is really
into sports, and now he wants to
start lifting weights to get in better
shape. Is it safe for kids his age to
be lifting weights?

A. There is no doubt that kids
benefit from exercise. Kids who
exercise on a regular basis will have
a lower body mass index or BMI,
they will have a lower blood pressure, and will have a decreased risk
for chronic diseases such as Type
II Diabetes.
With strength training, kids will
develop stronger bones and muscles, their bodies will become more
reactive and if done properly, exercise will help strengthen the
joints and prevent injuries. Unfortunately, the term “strength training” often gets confused with
weight training, body building or
power lifting, and this is where kids
can run into unwanted injuries.
Weight training, power lifting
and body building is generally fueled by competitions where the
athletes lift heavy weights to increase their body mass or muscle
size. This type of lifting will put
too much stress on young muscles,
tendons, and ligaments causing
those tissues to over-stretch, tear or

Mike Neely’s Fitness Q&A

even rupture. The added weight
can also damage the growth plates
or cartilage that hasn’t turned to
bone yet, resulting in improper
bone growth. Further, the immature athletes will begin diverting
their focus from the “how well”
they lift to the “how much” they
lift, and this can lead to improper
lifting techniques and unwanted
injuries.
Strength or functional training
focuses on controlled movement
patterns and allows your body to
work together to achieve the activity that is being presented. Once
the controlled movement pattern
has been mastered with just body
resistance, you can begin adding
light resistance by using resistance
tubing, resistance bands, functional
equipment or light weights.
So, when can my child start
doing strength training? First, you
would want to talk to your family’s
primary care physician first for approval. Once your doctor gives the
athlete the okay, you can start looking for a qualified fitness professional who specializes in the sport.
Age as a determining factor will
depend on the athlete and their
maturity, both physically and emotionally. If the athlete can main-

tain a focus and comprehend
what the professional is trying to
convey, then the strength training will go smoothly. However,
if the athlete is more interested

in just running around, then s/he
needs more time to grow. Generally at
7 to 8 years old, the athlete will be able
to start strength training and focus on
the movement patterns.
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Soldier suicide

Continued from page 25
just choose to ignore it. As a soldier, you fought,
did what you were told to without hesitation, and
now, you are not going to be taken care of. When
you can get assistance, sometimes you have to
wait for an appointment for three months and
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drive at least an hour to get the help,” Katye said.
“The VA has a suicide line, but that is when a veteran
has given up. Stop Soldier Suicide can connect veterans with resources before that happens. We put the
crosses up in September and don’t have plans to take
them down until the number of soldier suicides

changes for the better.”
There needs to be a realization that the battle isn’t over on the home front, Jay said. “It took
the military seven years to agree that my wife’s
injuries were combat-related. It was before
women were in combat-related, military occupational specialties,” he said. “Most veterans
can’t celebrate July 4 with fireworks, it’s not that
they don’t want to but many, like my wife, hide
in the closet with headphones on. PTSD has
started getting some acceptance but getting
them real help is the missing piece. You and I
can get counseling if needed but it is difficult for
a veteran…it doesn’t make sense. Twenty-two
veterans taking their own life every day should
be campaign news, national news. It appears
that it doesn’t mean anything to anyone. There
is no easy answer to this issue but it starts with
someone speaking on behalf of veterans to
force change.”
As Veteran’s Day approaches this month,
Katye challenges us all not to be so cavalier with
a ‘Happy Veteran’s Day’ greeting. “It is a day
to remember and respect all veterans, both men
and women,” she said. “I was 26 years old
when I enlisted and wasn’t fresh out of high
school. When I returned, I had sleepless nights
and cried, but knew I had to do something. It
took me several months and tons of red tape
and paperwork to get the assistance I needed
for my family and myself. In the military, you
are trained to react not think. That’s okay until
you come home…you need to change the way
you think. For kids who went in out of high
school, the military is the only thing they have
ever known. They make it extremely difficult
for them to find the needed resources.”
The Pope’s would like to take their level of
impact a step further. They have explored the
idea of hosting an event, similar to a Relay for
Life, as a fundraiser for efforts to stop soldier suicide. “We were thinking of something simple,
basic. We started planning it and got some organizations behind it, but then realized there
has to first be awareness so that people will participate. We’d still like to pursue it for the
spring,” Katye said.
To connect with the Pope’s,email funnypontiff
@yahoo.com. For more information about Stop Soldier
Suicide and to find resource links, go to www.stopsoldiersuicide.org or on Facebook search “Stop Soldier Suicide.”
If you are a veteran in crisis, call the 24-hour Veterans
Crisis Line, 1.800.273.8255, #1.
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